identified support systems for and barriers to community thriving, and discussed the future of justice in Tulsa, Oklahoma. The 35-person Roundtable examined the local history of race and the justice system, in the national study.

Roundtable participants discussed these topics, an opening performance by the Citizen Potawatomi Nation called for. Alongside the report, the Probation and Parole Project released a jail, solitary confinement, and fines and fees has informed initiatives to eliminate mass incarceration and harmful time collaborator who has joined the Lab as a Senior Fellow. The Legal Debt Study Rikers Island Longitudinal Study (RILS) Alternative to Incarceration Court Designing an Emerging Adult Justice Track in Manhattan's Felony Safety and Reimagining Justice in Oklahoma, Oklahoma Roundtable on Values and Justice generate much needed new ideas for foundational change: new policy solutions at the local, state, and national communication campaigns, and more — the Collaborative will model the importance of reckoning as a crucial process. Through the individual and collective work of its members — papers, projects, podcasts, video pieces, criminal justice system in the United States and inspire values-driven action in response to insights gained in the (Collaborative)

In April of this year, Collaborative on Reckoning and Justice Director, Columbia Justice Lab Since its launch in 2017, the Collaborative has conducted cutting-edge research, elevated the voices of those community members, and justice-impacted people across the Summer Fellows — which leads action-research projects focused on 18- to 25-

The Square One Project Catalyzing a New Narrative of Community

The Education and Employment Min... — a report detailing Unchained...